KORG

X5D
MUSIC SYNTHESIZER

64 Perfect Voices for Professionals and Beginners
With its wealth of high-quality sounds, professional features, and superior functions, the new X5D offers all the performance power of top level synthesizers—yet it's ideal for beginners as well, since it's so amazingly easy to use. And because it's inexpensive, the X5D gives you a tremendous bang for your buck. For synthesizers in this class, there's nothing that can touch the X5D.

Advanced features and stunning sound put the X5D in a class by itself.

The X5D incorporates all the superior features of the X5DR. The X5D also utilizes the very same world-famous AI* Synthesis system that powers the brilliant sounds of the 01/W, and X-Series keyboards, and gives you an incredible 8 MB of PCM waveform memory—sonic power that is simply unavailable in other synthesizers in this class. The X5D features 430 Multisounds and 215 drum/percussion sounds, plus a whopping 64 notes of polyphony for even the most complex musical passages. There are also two completely independent dynamic multi-effects processors, featuring 47 different effect types, including delay, reverb, distortion and rotary speaker, making it possible to get exactly the sound you need—all within the X5D itself.

Extensive Program/Combination memory plus high-quality sounds for the most demanding applications.

You can create and save up to 100 of your own original Programs and 100 Combinations on the X5D. The X5D also features classic sounds from Korg synthesizers, such as the M1, T-Series, Wavestation and 01/W. The X5D provides the flexibility of two memory banks: Preset A, with 100 Programs/100 Combinations compatible with the KORG X5DR, or Preset B, with 100 Programs/100 Combinations compatible with the KORG X5. And since sounds can be selected from Presets A and B, you can have exceptionally full and rich sounds right at your fingertips. In addition to the Programs mentioned above, the X5D features full General MIDI compatibility—with 128 General MIDI Programs plus 8 drum programs including one for GM—allowing you to easily play back song data in that format.

Convenient features and superior performance.

The X5D features a full 61-note keyboard with both modulation and pitch bend wheels—essentials for expressive music performances. And for those players who wish to play classical or ethnic music using authentic tunings, the X5D has a special scale function that gives you equal and pure temperaments, as well as Werckmeister III, Kimberger III, Arabic, Indonesian and other exotic, non-standard tuning systems.

Compact and lightweight—perfect for live performance or multimedia computer music applications.

Even though the new X5D is compact and lightweight, there's nothing lightweight about its performance—it provides stunning sound, whether on stage or in the studio. Thanks to its portability and exceptional quality, this is one keyboard that can go anywhere and be ready to play whenever you want—it even for impromptu live performances or jam sessions.

What's more, the X5D can be connected directly with a computer via the built-in PC interface on the rear panel (using the optional AG-001/002 cable and driver software). The result is that you get maximum 64-note polyphony, integrated General MIDI (GM) and other GM-compatible programs—allable to be played and edited directly from your computer. Naturally, you can use the X5D's keyboard to input notes to your sequencer. And the selectable baud rate ensures that the X5D will be compatible with your system—no matter what computer you use. All in all, you'll find that the X5D is ideally suited to any and every multimedia and computer music application.

X5D SPECIFICATIONS

- Sound Source: 64 voices, 64 oscillators (single mode); 32 voices, 64 oscillators (double mode)
- Keyboard: 61 notes with velocity
- Waveform Memory: PCM 8 Mbytes
- Effects: 2 digital multi-effect systems, 47 effects
- Program / Combination: ROM 128 programs + 8 drum programs (including one drum program for GM), RAM 100 programs + 100 combinations
- Control Inputs: Assignable Switch, Assignable Pedal
- Outputs: L/MONO, R, Headphones
- Communication Terminal: Computer interface (to host PC)
- MIDI: IN, OUT, THRU
- Display: LCD 16 characters x 2 lines with backlight
- Power Supply: DC12V, 700mA (AC adapter)
- Accessories: AC adapter, Bonus Disk SED-00 for Windows / for Mac (X5 / 05 SoundEditor, MIDI Driver)
- Dimensions: 900.0 (w) x 254.2 (D) x 83.4 (H) mm
- Weight: 4.5 kg

X-SERIES MUSIC WORKSTATIONS

The all sound power and features in a compact, portable keyboard.

- AI* Synthesis System: 32 voices, 64 oscillators
- 2 digital multi-effect systems, 47 effects
- ROM 128 programs + 8 drum programs, RAM 100 programs + 100 combinations
- 900.0 (w) x 254.2 (D) x 83.4 (H) mm
- Weight: 4.5 kg

The Heart of the X5D in a half-rack space.

- AI* Synthesis System: 64 voices, 64 oscillators
- 2 digital multi-effect systems, 47 effects
- ROM 128 programs + 8 drum programs, RAM 100 programs + 100 combinations
- 218 (w) x 241.5 (D) x 45 (H) mm
- Weight: 1.3 kg

X2 MUSIC WORKSTATION (76Key, Seq, 32Voice, Disk Drive)
X3 MUSIC WORKSTATION (61Key, Seq, 32Voice, Disk Drive)
X3R MUSIC WORKSTATION (2U Rack, Seq, 32Voice, Disk Drive)